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realised that their rigid attitude of contemptuous
superiority was no longer compatible with China's
most evident helplessness. A few may have had
glimmerings of the truth, but if so they lacked the
moral courage to confess it. Li Hung-chang, youngest
of the Viceroys (he was then forty-four), not only
perceived the fundamental facts of the situation, but
boldly faced them. Omitting those passages of his
Memorial which are concerned with the diplomatic,
commercial, and missionary questions of the moment,
the following extracts deserve attention :
" The humble opinion of the writer is, that in con-
ducting business with foreigners the point of the
greatest importance is to avoid exciting their con-
tempt ; that contempt once excited, they will thwart
us at every turn, and even in affairs that are really
practicable, they will contrive a thousand schemes
and devices to throw obstacles in the way of their
practicability- But if they feel respect for China,
all matters can be mutually arranged; and even
difficult questions can be settled by compromise or
agreement.
" Foreigners, however, are not the only persons who
are influenced by this feeling: it animates alike the
minds of the whole human race.
" It is often said that foreigners are crafty and
malign and fall of unexpected ruses ; but is it ,not
the fact that Chinese are the same; or rather that the
outrageous craft and malignity of the Chinese exceeds
even -that of foreigners ? The truth is, that at
present foreigners are powerful and the Chinese feeble.
And whence arises the power of the former ? If
certainly is not innate in them, but depends upon tltjc
fact that * the requisites of Government are sumcfencj
of food, sufficiency of military equipment, and t3tii
of the peopfe in their ruler

